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HOW TO GET STARTED IN MODEL CAR RACING
There are two significantly different reasons for wanting
to race a model car on a tabletop: (1) you get your kicks out of
controlling a car-like object as it careens around a tabletop or (2)
you envision those small objects to be near perfect reproductions
of real racing cars with you as the driver. You will notice that this
magazine is heavily biased toward version 2 but that in no ways
precludes version 1. You may not care that the model is an exact
recreation of the 2009 LeMans winner, only that it is quick and
looks different from the other cars on the tabletop. You can find
out how to make it quicker on these pages as well as seeing the
infinite variety of tabletop tracks that “object” can be raced on.

How Big?

Modelers refer to size as “scale”. And scale is usually represented as a fraction like 1/32, 1/43, or 1/24. The larger the lower
number, the smaller the model.

HO Scale

The smallest tabletop race cars are called “HO scale” because
they were intended, back in the sixties, to run as motorized scenery for the 1/87 scale HO trains. Folks soon realized it was much
more fun to race one HO scale car against another than to just try
to beat the train to the grade crossing. A chassis that more-or-less
matched the 1967 Ford Fairlane established the minimum size for
an HO scale tabletop racer and the bodies were adjusted to fit the
chassis---so something as large as Mack truck would be reduced to
fit that “Fairlane” chassis, while something as small as a Corvette
would be enlarged to fit the same chassis. The concept of fitting
car to chassis often results in cars that have the wheels far too close
together and cars that are much wider than exact reproductions.
The relative bulk of the chassis also forces most of the models to
sit much higher than they should for a “crusher truck” appearance.
It is those unusual proportions that make HO scale cars so appealing to so many. Yes, they represent real cars but the proportions
shout “Play with me! Race me!” and that’s the major reason why
HO scale is the most popular in America. That, and the fact that
you set up a very fine race track on a 4 x 8-foot piece of plywood.
Interestingly, some of the newest HO scale cars, including the SRT
and G-Plus cars from AFX do have proportions that are as realistic
as most 1/32 scale cars. If you really are cramped for space and 4
x 8 is it, pick 1/43 or HO scale. If you find the somewhat toy-like
proportions of most HO scale cars appealing and the incredible
speeds they obtain thrill you, then HO is your best choice.

1/43 Scale

There’s more on 1/43 scale and pros and cons of Carrera Go!!!
versus SCX Compact on pages 24 and 25 and on our website www.
modelcarracingmag under “1/43 Scale Racing”.

1/32 Scale

There are more choices of 1/32 scale cars than all the other
scales combined. The cars are large enough to have near-perfect
detail, Including interior detail) and quick enough to look as fast
(or faster) than the full-size ones you see on the tube. The selection
is vast, from fifties-era Grand Prix cars to hot rods to NASCAR
to modern LeMans racers---you can find a 1/32 scale replica of the
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vast majority of race-winning full-size cars from the past 60 years of
full-size car racing. If you want to recreate full-size car racing on a
tabletop, 1/32 scale is, I believe, your best choice. If you pick 1/32
scale, then you’ll need at least 5 x 9-feet of space for a track but you
can get around that by finding a local club or someone who lives
nearby that will share their track with you.

1/24 Scale

The cars that earned the label “slot cars” are mostly 1/24 scale
and are raced on the 50 or so commercial racetracks in America.
The tracks are massive, some half the size of a tennis court and
with 8 lanes. Most of the cars only vaguely resemble real race
cars---they are four-wheeled projectiles that can cover 150 feet of
twisty race track in 4 seconds or less. There are, however, some
1/24 scale cars that are as detailed as die-cast shelf models available
from Carrera, Auto Art and BRM. Carrera track is wide enough for
any of these cars and most are narrow enough to be raced on the
slightly-narrower NINCO track. The 1/24 scale cars are too wide
to pass on SCX or Scalextric Classic or Sport track, however.

1/28 Scale

NINCO produces the 1/28 scale Xlot cars that are just slightly
smaller than 1/24 scale but even narrower. Those cars can be raced
on 1/32 scale track but the selection of body styles is very limited.

The Racing Starts Here

The least expensive way to get started with model car racing
is to buy a complete set with track, cars, controllers and power
supply. The HO and 1/43 scale sets usually include the best
controllers and power packs available and most include an assortment of different track sizes. The lower-priced 1/32 scale sets also
include everything you need to get started but there are far more
options available, including different radius turns. Carrera, SCX,
Scalextric Sport, NINCO and Artin offer borders or skid aprons
for 1/32 scale track to extend the width of the track so you can,
if you wish, run the cars without magnets (when the magnets are
removed, the cars need a bit more space on the outside curves so
they can slide without hitting guard rails or sliding off the track.)
The controllers in some of the less-expensive 1/32 scale sets
do not have built-in brakes (the popular brands of 1/43 and HO
sets do not offer brake-equipped controllers) and few of the sets
have aprons or borders---if you are going to upgrade, I would suggest you consider buying individual components including a separate power supply for each lane, new controllers with brakes, and
individual track pieces. For your first 1/32 scale track, pick any of
the smaller track plans that are in every issue of Model Car Racing
to determine which track sections you will need. You can refer to
the “Plastic Track” link under the “More Information” bar on the
website to help decide which brand of 1/32 track to purchase. I also
strongly suggest you buy borders or aprons for the outside of all the
curves and borders or aprons or at least half the number of straight
track sections.

Digital Racing

With 1/32 or 1/43 scale you also have the option of racing up
to 8 cars on a two-lane track. There’s more information on digital
racing under the link “Digital Car Racing Tips” on our website.
You’ll Know Which Size You Want
To me the choice is very simple; Go with your gut. Find a
hobby shop that carries 1/32 and HO and check out the mass
merchants to see 1/43 scale. Look closely at the cars. You’ll know
which size you like best and that’s the one to pick.
There’s a wealth of information on our website at www.modelcarracingmag.com including Pros and Cons of the major brands
of track, tips on driving, car preparation and more.
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by Robert Schleicher

RACE PROGRAM SET UP:
LANE COLOR CODING

Use the 3/4 -inch dots to match the controllers and connection sockets to the color code of their
specific lane. The dots will also be used to mark top of he car that is that lane.

Use ¾-inch diameter self-adhesive dots to color code the controller to match color code of the lanes.
This is an up-market Professor Motor controller with the rugged control panels sold by Slot Car
Corner (www.slotcarcorner.com) as described in the January/February 2009 number 43 issue. The
system of color coding works just as well with the least-expensive figure-8 set.
Use the ¼-inch dots to the color code each lane and mark the tenths of a lap on the dot.

SUBSCRIBE TO MODEL CAR RACING magazine:
You can subscribe to Model Car Racing for $35.00 a year delivered to your mailbox. There are three ways you can subscribe
to Model Car Racing magazine:
1. Mail-in your name and address to Model Car Racing Publications, Inc., 6525 Gunpark Drive, Suite 370-142, Boulder, CO
80301-3346, enclose a check or money order or credit card billing information.
2.Order from the website at www.modelcarracingmag.com , click on the “Subscribe” page, and fill-in he requested information
to place an email order from our secure server.
3.Go to website at www.modelcarracingmag.com, click on the “Subscribe” page, and download the order blank, and enclose a
check, money order or credit card billing information.
Foreign or Canadian subscriptions for the paper version will not be accepted.
Model Car Racing START HERE is published by Model Car Racing Publications, Inc., 6525 Gunpark Drive, Suite 370-142,
Boulder, CO 80301-3346. Copyright 2010, Model Car Racing Publications, Inc. www.modelcarracingmag.com
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LANE COLOR-CODING
When four or more fans gather for a model car race, there’s
enough people so two can race while two more serve as corner
marshals to replace cars that have left the slot. The marshals
must have some way of knowing which slot to pick when putting a car back in the slot. Most tracks are too complex to just
indicate the “inside” lane. The common method of identifying
the slots is to mark each lane with a color code and to mark
the car that is racing in that lane with the same color---the car
with the temporary blue dot goes in the blue lane.
Stationary supply stores like Office Max, Office Depot
and Staples sell self-adhesive labels. The labels are usually offered in assortments of colored dots. There are usually two sizes
available, about 1/4-inch and 3/4-inch. You can use either size
or both. I prefer the unobtrusive 1/4-inch dots to color code
the lanes and 3/4-inch dots to color code the cars. The laneidentification dots are placed on the track surface just outside
the pickup rail.
The 3/4-inch dots are simply pressed onto the top of the
car for the duration of its time in that lane. When the car in
the “red” lane deslots, the corner marshal only needs to see its
color, find the “red” lane, and replace the car in its slot. Nobody has to yell-out “inner lane!? Or any other curse words…..
A SIMPLE RACE PROGRAM
There are many variations of race programs but I would
suggest you start with timed races. Say three minutes. Each
car will run a three minute “heat race” in each lane and the
total of the runs will be that car’s race total. If the lap counter
is adjustable for timed races, set it the lap counter to end the
race at three-minutes (or simply turn-off the 115-volt track
power at three-minutes---photographer’s darkroom timers or
kitchen times will do the turn-off task). Leave the cars where
they stopped. When the race is over the lap counter will provide the number of total laps. Write that down and add the
tenths where each car has stopped. Switch lanes and run a
second “heat race” for three more minutes, then record the
number of laps each car completed in that three minutes plus
the tenths and add that total for the first “Heat Race” total to
determine the overall race total.
If there are four drivers, the first two start the first “heat”,
then the third driver races with second driver, the third driver
with fourth, and, finally, fourth driver with first so each of four
has raced in each lane. The driver with largest number of laps
(plus the tenths) is the winner. You can expand the system to
50 drivers and 8-lanes and 30-minute races per lane or anything in between.
TRACK SETUP FOR TENTHS OF A LAP
Measure the length of each lane of the track and divide
that by 10 so you can divide the length of each lane into tenths
of a lap. Place the lane-color dots at those tenth-lap points and
write the appropriate tenth of the lap number on the appropriate dot. The first dot will be on the start-finish line and it will
be marked with a zero. The next tenth of lap-marking dot will
be labeled with a “1”, the next tenth with a “2” and the final
tenth (before the start-finish line) will be “9”.
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RACING CLASSES

When you organize your races, you will probably want
to specify which cars are eligible to compete in each race. The
races for full-size cars are usually organized so that similar
cars compete---Indy cars race with Indy cars, NASCAR with
NASCAR, LeMans with LeMans. The 1/32 scale model racing car manufacturers have created several cars for virtually
any racing class from any era. You may have to search for a
dealer that has some of the older releases (or search eBay), but
you can find plenty of cars to match any class from any era.
You can elect to race, say, LeMans cars, from any era
but the competition will not really be equal because the older
cars were smaller. One of the purposes of dividing the cars into
racing classes is to be sure that any of cars has the potential to
win. Usually you will have to break the racing classes into eras
as well as categories. The chart of Racing Classes will give you
some examples.
You can, however, break the classes down further by
specifying which country the cars competed in where that
makes a difference. The Production Sports Cars and the Prototype Sports Cars that competed in the SCCA (Sports Car
Club of America) races are considerably different from the
cars that competed at LeMans, the Mille Miglia, at Silverstone or the Nurburgring. There are even sub-classes within
these groups like eighties-era “Group C” cars. There are also
some specific examples of what cars might fit the current GT
classes on pages 33, 34 and 42 of this issue.
If you want to mix cars from different eras, recreate
some of the modern era races for full-size vintage cars. The
races for vintage road racing cars often draw larger entries and
more spectators than some of the races for current-era cars.
You can certainly combine any of these classes if you
wish. It can be interesting. If you want to see a Formula 1 car
race against a NASCAR sedan do so. It is, after all, your track

SUGGESTED RACING CLASSES FOR 1/32 SCALE CARS
Production Sports Cars 1930-1949
Production Sports Cars 1950-1960
Production Sports Cars 1961-1970
Production Sports Cars 1975-1985
Production Sports Cars 1985-present
Prototype Sports Cars 1930-1949
Prototype Sports Cars 1950-1960
Prototype Sports Cars 1961-1970
Prototype Sports Cars 1975-1985
Prototype Sports Cars 1985-present
Grand Touring Cars 1930-1949
Grand Touring Cars 1950-1960
Grand Touring Cars 1961-1970
Grand Touring Cars 1975-1985
Grand Touring Cars 1985-present

Formula 1 Grand Prix Cars 1950-1960
Formula 1 Grand Prix Cars 1960-1963
Formula 1 Grand Prix Cars 1963-1970
Formula 1 Grand Prix Cars 1971-present
Indy, CART & IRL Open-Wheel Cars 1954-1965
Indy, CART & IRL Open-Wheel Cars 1966-present
NASCAR (Grand National) Sedans: 1964-1975
NASCAR Sedans: 1976-present
Trans Am Cars: 1967-1972
Sedans: 1960-1970
Sedans: 1971-present
Historic Rally Cars: 1965-1985
Rally Cars: 1996-present
Touring Cars: 1996-present
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TWO DRIVING TECHNIQUES

by Robert Schleicher

There are, essentially, two different driving techniques you can
sample to determine which one best suits your own idea of racing.
To some extent, however, the cars and the shape of the track determine which technique works best. I call the two styles of TRACK
design “Point-and-Shoot” and “In-The-Corners-Action”. The difference between two designs is the size or radius of the corners and
how many corners are jammed into the space. There’s more on the
two driving style in the September/October 2006 number 35 issue.

In-The-Corners-Action

If your cars are still fitted with traction magnets, you will turn the fastest lap
times by keeping the magnets centered over the rails. Driving fast enough to allow the
car to slide more than about an eighth of inch will break the magnetic downforce and
the car will likely spin. Keep it smooth. Focus on keeping the car just this side of sliding
the tail out.
When it comes track design, the tracks with mostly broad-radius curves, where
the cars can flow from one turn to the next, are what I refer to as “In the Corners Action” tracks. You must focus on the speed of the car for most of the corner. That’s not
particularly difficult if the car has traction magnets---if the traction magnets are strong
enough, you can take most of these corners flat-out. The “action” happens when you
pull the magnet and run “magnet-free” so the throttle, rather the traction magnet, determines how fast the car can negotiate the turn. Running magnet-free takes a lot more
practice but it is also the most rewarding driving because you are controlling the amount
of slide the car can maintain for every inch of every curve.

Point-and Shoot Driving

This really works best with magnet-free cars. Essentially, you carry as much speed
into the corner as you can before letting-off on the throttle to apply the brakes---time it
just right and the tail of the car will slide just far enough so you can “catch” it with more
throttle to slide the tail on around and down the next straight.
When applied to track design, a “Point-and-Shoot” track is one with mostly inner
or standard curves---if you thought that the “best bargain” for buying track was to buy
sets, you’ll find yourself with piles of standard curves---a point-and-shoot track is the
only thing you can assemble using all standard curves. There is really very little driving involved, it’s just drag race and a quick turn repeated again and again until you’ve
completed the first lap, then more of the same.
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PERFECT PICKUP BRAID II

by Bill Wright

Sometimes the simplest techniques are the least understood. The copper or silver-colored pickup braids that contact the power
strips beside the slot are not ready to race when you buy the car. In fact, you'll be lucky if the car runs at all if you don't reshape
the pickup braid properly. And…the braid adjustment is different for Carrera track then it is for other brands.

Out-of-the-box, the pickup braid is usually in relatively long, straight strips.

If you area running on Carrera track, you will need to have the pickup braid spread out about
1/16-inch away from each side of the pickup or guide blade.

Grip the braid with your fingertips and gently push it back on itself to spread it out and bulk it up
to about twice its original width.

For other brands, the braid should be right up the sides of the blade like the braid on the left.The
braid on the right must also be bent inward so its edges rub the side of the guide shoe blade.

Use your fingers to bend the braid into an ess-shape as shown (viewed from the side).

Some shoe repair stores sell fine-bristle brass brushes intended for cleaning suede shoes. This one
has been cleaned in solvent so many times the handle is misshapen but it makes the best possible
cleaner for pickup brushes.
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by Robert Schleicher

CLEANING TRACK

The surface a model car racing track is, if nothing else, a dust collector. And dust and airborne grit can make the track as slippery as
a full-size race track with a gravel spill. For optimum traction from model car tires, you need the cleanest possible track surface. The
pickup rails must also be clean of course, for uninterrupted electric pickup, but the track surface itself also must be pristinely clean for
the most predictable and quick lap times. You can clean the rails by rubbing them firmly with a red mechanic’s shop rag.

There are five steps to a clean track:
Step 1. Vacuum the slot and the surface to remove the larger particles. Use the brush attachment if
the track surface is gritty and the slim wand attachment to focus the vacuum on cleaning the slot.

Step 4.
Use a lint roller (supermarkets sell them) to pickup any remaining lint or dust.

Step 2.
Use a floor-cleaning “dry mop” like a Swifter to wipe-up the major dust particles.

Step 3.
Wipe the surface élan with a slightly damp and lint-free rag.

Step 5.
Let the cars’ tires do the final track cleaning. Fold a 12-inch piece of duct tape over itself with the
sticky side out to create a 6-inch-long u-shaped piece of tape with sticky side out. Press one side
down on the edge of the track. Roll one of your race cars’ rear tires over the track and run a few laps.
Roll the tires over the sticky duct tape again, and run a few more laps. Repeat the process for at least
30 laps, using both sides of the duct tape. Even with a “perfectly clean” track, you’ll find the tires
are still picking up visible dust. Repeat the process with the smallest and the largest car you intend to
race because each car will drift out in a different pattern on the curves to find its own “dirty” areas.
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Never clean pickup rails with sandpaper because you may scratch the rails and make
them more prone to hold grime. Toothpaste is a great fine abrasive cleaner. Just dab
some on a rag and polish-off the rust or oxidation. Clean-off all traces of toothpaste
with a damp rag.

Be sure the rails are really clean by apply a small amount of contact cleaner to a paper
towel and rubbing over the rails.
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CLEANING TRACK RAILS
by Bill Wright

If you live in a rust-prone environment so you might want to protect the rails with a
thin coat of oil. Model railroaders have really good results with Wahl clipper oil (try a
wholesale barber supply) rubbed on with a damp (with the oil) rag, the wiped-off with
a paper towel. You only want a trace of oil so the tires don’t pick it up. The Wahl oil
seems to be more electrically conductive than most. You may also try dielectric grease
from an electronics supply outlet.

Wipe the rails clean with a dry rag. Traces of the Wahl oil will remain but there should
not be enough to affect the tires. My personal tests suggest that cars are actually
quicker after the rails are treated with Wahl clipper oil.

Start Here

RELIABLE WIRES
by Bill Wright

A broken pickup wire is, perhaps, the most common mechanical failure with our race cars. It’s frustrating because it’s unpredictable, other than the “Murphy’s law” (Sod’s
law if you reside in the Empire) that the wire never breaks during practice, only during a race. You can, however, reduce the chances to nearly zero with these techniques.

Shape the two pickup wires to create small D-shaped loops that will allow the guide shoe pivot from
stop to stop without pulling on the pickup wires, then cement the wires to chassis with Shoe Goo
and let it dry for a few hours. You can hold the wires in place with a piece of masking tape until the
Shoe Goo dries.

Some of the 1/32 scale race cars, like this NINCO Renault Megane, have small tabs on the chassis
that are intended to hold the pickup wires in place. They do little, however, to prevent the wires from
breaking near the pickup.

Remove each of the ferrules and tease the ends of the copper wire strands to partially fill the hole
left by the ferrule---this will make the ferrule fit tighter in the guide shoe. You can start the ferrule
into the copper braid with your fingers but squeeze it all the way in with needlenose pliers. Pull
lightly on each wire to be sure each really is fitting tightly into the guide shoe.

Apply a 1/8-inch drop of Shoe Goo to each pickup wire where the insulation meets the brass ferrule.
Apply a second drop where the ferrule meets the copper braid. If you need to remove the wires they
will pull free with little pressure and the dried Shoe Goo can be scrapped-off with your fingernail.
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by Bill Wright

COUNTING & TIMING LAPS

You already know how important it is to have some system to count the number of laps in a race. It is at least as important, however, to have a system that will display
the precise number of seconds it takes to complete a single lap. Lap timing and counting devices are available for all the popular brands of model car racing track.

discover you can got a lot faster.
With some practice, you will learn to how use the lap
timer to improve your driving skills. Few model car racers really drive their cars as quickly as an experienced driver would.
You get that experience by practicing but not just running laps,
running laps and watching the lap times. You may discover, for
example, that you can leave your braking just a millisecond
later at the end of the straight—try it and see it the recovery
from the almost-out-of-control car lost more time or if that lap
was quicker. Racing is, really, a delicate balance of keeping the
car on the very edge of out-of-control and the lap timer can
ANALOG: The Scalextric Sport track system offers this optional number C8215 lap counter and timer
that replaces any standard half-straight in the Sport track.

Racing is a game. No question about that if you’re a video gamer. Perhaps there’s some doubt if you’re a Formula 1 driver of
a full-size car. But it is a game and racing on a tabletop is just
one of the better ways to play that racing game. The rules are
simple, the first car to complete the race wins. Next question?
How long is the race? You pick a number of laps or a period of
time and that’s when race ends.
You can count the laps manually with an assigned lapcounting person for each driver. There is an easier way; buy
one of the electronic lap counters to match the brand of track
you have used for your raceway.
You can start and stop the race by word command or buy
a photographer’s darkroom timer to turn the 115V transformer
or power pack that powers the track on an off for timed races
or heats. The Cra Lab-brand timers can be purchased for $60
or so from used photo equipment dealers. The timer can be set
for anything between 1 second and 6 minutes. Some of the accessory lap countering and timing devices also offer the option
of turning the track power on and off for the start and finish of
the race.

How Fast?

Actually, a devise just to count laps is not enough. You
will also want know how fast the cars cover each lap so you’ll
need a lap timer. Lap timers are part of nearly all the lap counters so you get both.
The lap timer makes model car racing a much more enjoyable game because you can race all by yourself. The challenge,
then, is to see if you can beat your best lap time. You are, literally, racing against yourself. Once you use a lap timer, you’ll be
amazed at how different the times can be on the same lane with
the same car and the same driver. What seems like the fastest
lap you’ve every done might just have been one where the car
was so far out of control that you spent most of time trying to
catch it. Conversely, what might have seemed like smoothest
and slickest lap you’ve turned was really just a cruise---you will
10 • Model Car Racing

DIGITAL OR ANALOG: The C7042 Scalextric 6-Car Digital Powerbase offers lap counting and timing
as well as race management and the option of adjusting controller response, track power and braking. It operates either analog or digital.

ANALOG: The NINCO 10409 N-Scorer counts laps and records times to 1/1000 of a second and
counts laps as well as announcing the winning lane and the fastest lap for each session on that lane.
The track section has an in-slot infrared sensor. It can be adapted to Scalextric Classic or Sport or
SCX with NINCO’s 10110 adapter track.

help you determine just where that edge lies….
The lap counters record the laps and times for each lane.
Drive both lanes and you’ll discover that each one makes it an
entirely different track. Regardless of actual lane length, one
lane is likely be faster than other. You really won’t know which
one is quicker until you’ve run few hundred laps with several
different cars. You will also discover that one lane is noticeably
easier to drive than the other, regardless of how you design the
DIGITAL: Carrera Digital 132 system includes a built-in lap counter and timer system with some
basic race management options.

ANALOG: Carrera’s 71590 Electronic lap counter uses infrared lights to trigger the lap counting
and timing.

DIGITAL: If you want count the laps with the Scalextric Digital System you will need the C7039
Digital Lap Counter (or the C7042 Advanced 6 Car Powerbase). This C7041 Digital Pit Lane Game
operates independently and demands three pits stops to extinguish the lights---it does not control
the power or count laps.

DIGITAL: The NINCO N-Digital system includes lap timing and scoring functional and a 7-mode race
management system built into the controller/connector track

ANALOG: The SCX 88730 Race Manager provides a large vertical display of the number of laps and
the lap times and it includes programs to start and stop the race.

DIGITAL: The SCX Digital number
25030 will count and time laps for
three cars. If you want to race
six cars at once, the number 25010
Lap Counter Expansion Module can be
snapped-on to provide lap counting for
three additional cars.

ANALOG: The DS system (left) is available for 2, 4 6 or 8 lanes. It records laps to 1/1000 of a
second for up to 99 laps or 10 hours. The system includes 10 different race programs and can be
interfaced with a computer. DS also offers a choice of “trigger” systems including “dead strip”
track sections for each popular brand and this overhead infrared light bridge (far right) with lights
both above and below the track. 2, 4, 6 and 8 lane bridges are available for all popular brands of
sectional track.

DIGITAL: The SCX Digital number 25040 Chronometer provides lap times for up three cars. If you
want to race six cars at once, the number 25080 Chronometer Expansion Module provides lap timing
for three more cars.
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track. Sometimes the difference is as little as few hundredths
of a second, but it can be much greater. When you have mastered the “fast” lane, try the “slow” lane and see how close you
can come to the best times on the “fast” lane. Get both lanes
down and you can begin a new challenge by racing the opposite
direction. Do note, however, that some of the least expensive
lap counters only work in one direction, so you may have to
remove the lap counter track section and rotate it 180-degrees
to count and time laps in the opposite direction.
You can also install two or three lap timers around the
track. That “sector times” information is common on many
full-size race courses. The lap length is divided, more-or-less
into three segments. There’s an article in the November/December 2009 number 48 issue that explains how to install a
system with DS components but you could adapt it to other
brands.
Once you’ve learned just how fast you can go on a single
“Qualifying” lap, the next challenge is to put ten or more of
those quick laps together, back-to-back, with no deslotting.
No, you will not be able to run ten laps at maximum speed, not
until you’ve had several hundred laps of practice. And it’s that
practice time and establishing the sense of how fast you can go
without crashing that makes a race driver, as opposed to just a
driver who can hit one hot lap. The joy of it all is that it’s your
track. It’s virtually free. And you can drive until you’re ready to
stop, night or day.
The lap counters and timers are triggered by an electronic
signal. On most, there’s a light or sensor down in the bottom of
the slot that is triggered whenever the guide blade slides over
it. Some systems have a two-inch piece of pickup rail that is
electrically-isolated from the rest of track (a “dead strip”) so
the sliding pickup brushes complete the circuit send the signal.
With the Scalextric and SCX systems you simply replace a section of straight track with the lap counter/timer. The Carrera
and NINCO system utilize a bridge that can be placed over any
straight track section.

Race Management

Some of more sophisticated system provide a choice of
race programs, starting the race with the power on or off, and
ending it after your choice of laps or elapsed time. Some provide information on the fastest lap times in each lane from te
most recently complteed race. A few of systems offer the option
of mandated fuel stops at specified intervals or the power is
reduced to that lane.

Computer Systems

There are several systems that are designed to use a computer to provide the counting and timing functions. Most offer race management plans for qualifying races and championships. These systems usually sell for about $100 or more and
some include cables to connect the track to the computer and
a CD with the program. If you are installing one of the computer systems from Trakmate, Trix Trax, Lap Timer 2000, Professor Motor or PC Lapcounter, you may also need to install
your own sensor system using the instructions furnished with
these systems. Research the systems carefully to be sure they are
something you are willing to install and that you have the laptop capacity and hardware that each requires. The model race
track owners that I have talked with would have no other than
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a lap top program but, about 9 out of 10 of them have switched
from one system to another (and, no, there is no “best”).

Digital Lap Counting and Timing

The computer systems for analog tracks will not function
with digital cars because any car can be in any lane. All of the
digital systems do, however, offer lap counting and timing systems a well as race management systems. Carrera and NINCO
offer lap timing and counting with all of their systems. With
Scalextric and SCX, however, you must purchase a separate
lap counting and timing track section. Scalextric also offers lap
timing and scoring and the option of running either digital or
analog with their C7042 6-car Digital Powerbase.

Digital or Analog?

The C7042 Scalextric 6-Car Digital Powerbase is also a
possible choice for power and for controlling a pure analog
track. There will be no way to operate lane changers or pit
lanes. It’s one way to obtain the options of fully-adjustable
controller brake and response as well as race programs and lap
counting. You will need to use the Scalextric Digital controllers but, even with controllers, the system is within the range of
the total cost of a large power supply, a lap-counting and timing system and adjustable controllers. With two of the C7033
transformers, there’s 4 amps of power per lane. An important
plus is that the Scalextric Digital-equipped cars can have functioning brakes (the Scalextric Digital chip disables the brake
on conventional analog systems ). The system also provides lap
counting and timing and four different race programs. It is limited to two lanes. You even have option of running a pacer car
in the second lane if you want to race against yourself. Later, if
you want to try digital, all you’ll need are the digital chips for
the cars and a few lane-changer tracks.

LAP COUNTERS:

Carrera, Scalextric, NINCO, SCX and AFX all offer lap counters.
There are also some accessory brand lap counters and timers you might
want to consider.
DS Electronic Racing Products, lap counters and timers---see REH Distributors or Scaleracing L.L.C., 5610 North 40 St., Tacoma, WA 98407 (253)
255-1807, http://www.scaleracing.com for American dealers
Trakmate, 14624 - 102 Avenue, Surrey, BC, V3R 7E5, Canada, 604-582-

1946, 1-877-SLOTCAR, http://www.infoserve.net/oss/slotcar/   lap
counters and drag racing timers for PC.

Trix Trax, P.O. Box 217, Coal City, IL, 60416 , www.wizzardho.com/, lap
counters and timing devices
SlotMaster, www.slotmaster.com computer-interfaced lap counting and
timing programs
Lap Timer 2000 http://www.gregorybraun.com/LapTimer.html
Computer-run lap t,imer for PC systems
Professor Motor, 338281 Schoolcraft Road - Suite F

Livonia, MI 48150, (734) 462-4226, http://professormotor.com hardware for use with PC Lapcounter softwear

PC Lapcounter, http://pclapcounter.be/, softwear for PCs and MS DOS
compatible with most electronic-trigger lap counters.
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AVOIDING DISASTER: OIL & GREASE

by Robert Schleicher

This may sound like late-night TV infomercial stuff but you
should understand that using the wrong oil or grease on your
plastic model race car chassis can destroy the plastic. Some oils
are safe for plastics, some are not. The only way tell for sure is to
buy one of the oils or greases sold by the model car manufacturers
themselves or any oil from a hobby store that is labeled “Safe for
Plastics”. If you find motors slipping out, tires falling off axles or
chassis snapping near the motor mount, it may be because the oil

or grease you are using is attacking the plastic. Some oils soften
plastic, others make it more brittle. There are several good brands,
the most common one, however, is LaBelle. The LaBelle number
106 grease and number 107 oil are both safe for plastics. Yes, the
motor will still slip out if you get oil in the mounting slots. You
will not, however, being systematically destroying the chassis in
your favorite race cars.

Your cars will be faster and last longer if you keep the bearings and gears lubricated. Use only oil or
grease that is labeled “safe for plastics”. A pipe cleaner is a simple tool for cleaning away excess
grease from the gears.

Apply a similar thin ribbon of grease to the teeth on a crown gear and spin the wheels distribute
the grease.

Apply a needle-thin ribbon of LaBelle 106 grease around the large spur gear teeth and spin the tires
by hand to spread the grease evenly.

Most model racing g cars with inline motors have a crown gear with a small flange that rides on the
exposed end of the motor shaft to control the gear mesh. This is the most highly-stressed part of the
entire car and the most likely to wear. Be sure to keep that flange lubricated with grease.
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Use a pipe cleaner to reach down inside the face of the crown gear and around the pinion gear wipe-off all the visible grease. Wipe the pipe cleaner on a facial tissue to rub-off the grease. The parts should be
left shiny but without visible traces of white grease. Use the same system to clean around any bearings that you oil.

The LaBelle 107 oil is also safe for plastics and is sold in a small syringe bottle. Apply just a single
drop of oil each rear wheel bearing, spin rear wheels and wipe any excess oil from the axle with a
facial tissue.

Apply a single drop of number 107 oil to each of the front axle bearing surfaces and wipe away
any excess.
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Apply a single drop of number 107 oil to both of the motor bearings. On some motors, the brush end
is sealed---do not try force oil in through the cooling slot in the motor case or you may get oil on the
motor’s commentator and create a short circuit that will burn-out the motor windings.

Start Here

CONTROLLERS

by Robert Schleicher

You may discover you can drive faster with a better controller…or not.
The controller is your “magic wand” that can make a model
race car rip around a race track faster than its full-size counterpart. Just how fast that car will negotiate the track depends a
lot on the car but it is almost as important to have a hand controller that feels comfortable to you---a controller that makes
you feel like you are in complete control of that car.

You Are In Total Control!

There is no such thing as a “best” controller. I cannot even
provide a reasonable list of “pros and cons” to help you decide
which controller is best. You will discover that a controller is
a devise that can be tailored to match the car and to suit your
own driving style. We’re talking about control and that means,
in essence, how you feel about the car’s response to your inputs--it’s difficult to measure feel, let alone skill or experience. You
either feel like you have full control with it or you do not.
Some of the best automatically-adjustable controller are
less than $60, so price should not be a minor consideration--yes, you’ll enjoy the car that $60 could buy, but you’ll enjoy all
your cars more if you have better driving control. Remember,
though, that you are not the only one racing on your track so
you’ll want to buy matching controllers for each lane. It’s up
to you whether or not you worry about the controller that the
other drivers would prefer. If they are adamant, let them bring
their own controllers.
SCX, Scalextric and NINCO all offer a standard threeconductor 1/8-inch stereo jack connection (as do the custom
controller hook-up panels on the Pal Mall II track in the January/February 2009 number 43 issue sold by Slot Car Corner
www.slotcarcorner.com) and all of the up-market controllers
are available with that 1/8-inch three-connector stereo jack
option. If you need an adaptor for some three-clip controller
they are available from Professor Motor.

The Perfect Controller

Some say that the “perfect” controller is one that allows
you to actually control the car through the entire movement
of the trigger. I admit a personal prejudice here; I have no
problem adjusting my trigger finger movement to match the
response of the car, rather than worrying about what is actually
happening with that trigger. For some cars, that trigger movement is just ¼-inch, others take nearly the full movement---I
simply match my response to the movement of the car. But
most of the folks that race with me think I am nuts (and that’s
just one reason)---they want full-travel control with that trigger. And they want that full travel with any car. You can get
that kind of throttle-control action with adjustable controllers
that include the NINCO 10410 Electronic Controller, and all
of the Professor Motor and Slot.it SCP-1 controllers. Nearly
everyone else who races seriously prefers these controllers that
adjust automatically or that can be adjusted.
My personal controller choice is the SCX number 50620

Pro 45 ohm controller at $69.99 (the similar 45 ohm Parma
PA216N7 controller without the positive brake and throttle
circuits and heat sink is $29.98) because it feels the most comfortable in my hand and I am able to adapt to the different
throttle movements needed for different cars---if I were running 25,000 rpm motors in cars with traction magnets I would
probably need a 25 ohm Parma ($29.98) or a 35 ohm NINCO
controller ($33.98). My second choice is the Professor Motor
(www.professormotor.com) PMTR2118 at $51.95 which works
well automatically with any 1/32 scale car but it feels bulky to
me.

All Thumbs

Back in the dawn of slot car racing, all the manufacturers offered push-button controllers that worked like a doorbell
button---push-on for full throttle, let go for no throttle---no
such thing as mid-ragne control. In the early sixties Scalextric
offered a plunger-style controller with a full range of speed control which was operated by your thumb depressing the plunger
like the controllers furnished with all of today’s Carrera analog
and digital sets. In the early sixties MRRC produced a far more
responsive controller that included a third wire to provide
brake action.
In the mid-sixties the Russkit pistol-style controller appeared and most drivers discovered they had more control
with their forefinger than with their thumb. You might prefer a
thumb-operated controller, so try both styles before you decide.
The only plunger-style controllers are those offered by Carrera
but it is possible hold any of pistol-grip-style controllers with
your thumb on the trigger rather than your trigger finger.

Built-In Brakes

The “brake” is a second electrical circuit that sends power
to the motor to force the armature in the motor to turn more
slowly to slow the car. The third brake wire is connected to the
“off” end of the resistor inside the controller so the motor acts
like a generator when the controller is in the “off” position.
Brakes are NOT standard on most Scalextric, SCX or Carrera
sets and the controllers that are supplied in those sets. Brakes
are standard on the NINCO track and controllers and in some
Carrera sets and they are standard on the HO AFX and LifeLike sets.
Some drivers prefer cars that coast a bit more entering a
corner. You can disconnect the brake wire by disassembling
the connecting telephone jack but you may find that you want
brakes for some cars and not for others. The NINCO, Professor Motor and Slot.it solid-state controllers offer an adjustable
brake but the price for a controller with this feature is going to
exceed $100.

Brakes for SCX

To add the brake feature to an SCX set you will need to
purchase an additional controller for each lane. The current
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SCX sets have a standard 3-conductor telephone jack in the
controller/connector track or, for older sets, you can purchase
the 88780 Connection track and you will also need two of the
SCX “Pro” number 20620 throttles (or any of the NINCO,
Parma, Professor Motor or Slot.it controllers labeled for use
with “home sets”).

Brakes for Scalextric Sport

To add brakes any of the Scalextric Sport sets or track
you will need to purchase the C8217 Power and Control controller/connector track that includes two 60-ohm controllers
with brakes. The number C8217 (and the C8241 for four-lane
tracks) have the standard three-conductor telephone jack so
you can then plug-in any of other brands of controllers.

Brakes for Carrera

To add brakes to the Carrera system you will need to replace the black-color controllers with number 20718 red controllers with three plug-in pins.
Carrera offers only the plunger-style controllers. If you
prefer the pistol-style controller, you can use them with Carrera system but you’ll need to make your own adaptor as shown
in SLOT CAR RACING IN THE DIGITAL AGE. To adapt
the Carrera controller/connector track to fit these controllers,
you’ll need a 1/8-inch three-conductor number 274-274 stereo
jack (socket) and a 1/8-inch three-conductor number 274-858
stereo plug from Radio Shack. To make the adaptor, cut the
plug and wires from the Carrera red controller and connect the
wires to Radio Shack telephone jack. Professor Motor does offer a pistol-grip-style number PMTR2123 controller for $51.95
with the unique Carrera three-pin connector.

Throttle Trigger Response

The simpler controllers like those furnished with all of the
sets and Parma controllers have a simple wire-wound resistor
(sometimes called a rheostat) that is actuated by the throttle
trigger to deliver more or less electrical current. These controllers are rated in ohms of resistance. If you must depress the trigger three-fourths of the way before the car responds, the controller likely has too much resistance, and you need a new controller
with a lower ohm rating. If the car hits almost full speed with
only a light touch on the trigger, then you need a controller with
more ohms.
The controllers that are furnished with race car sets are
nearly all rated at 60 ohms of resistance, which means that they
work just fine with the stock motors in the set cars—essentially
any motor with a maximum 18,000 revolutions per minute. The
slimmer “FF” motor in the majority of Formula 1 cars are very
difficult to control with those 60 ohm controllers, as are the
21,000 to 25,000 motors in some of the faster cars like the Slot.
it series, the SCX Pro series, Avant Slot cars and others. For
those, you will need a controller with fewer ohms of resistance.
Try to not confuse smooth trigger operation with smooth
car response. Most of the controllers with wire-wound resistors
(including most of controllers in the sets and the Parma and
SCX Pro controllers) feel a bit rough as the wiper passes over the
resistor’s individual wires. The upgrade controllers from Carrera
and NINCO and the Professor Motor and Slot.it have solid state
electronics with no wire-wound resistors for the throttle control
so they are much smoother to operate. The simple wire-wound
resistors also get hot during a race, which can make the controller uncomfortable to hold, and the heat can effect the car’s
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response, with different trigger action needed as the race wears
on. The solid state controlers do not have a heat-fade problem
and the control is more finite.

Automatic Adjustment

There are two extremes in model racing car controllers; the
controllers that rely on you and your finger to adapt and the controllers that automatically adjust to each car like the NINCO
10410 and the Professor Motor and the Slot.it SCP-1 controllers.
The NINCO 10410 Electronic Controller has an eightposition dip switch for adjusting precise throttle response and a
four-position dip switch for reducing brake effect. The settings
are critical, if you choose too high a number the car reacts with
a slight surge. Back-off a notch on the Dip switch until the car
no longer surges and you’ve found it’s “sweet spot”.
Professor Motor (www.professormotor.com) offers a wide
range of controllers from a $52 home set controller (my personal
preference) to $120 controllers for commercial race tracks. The
number PMTR2118 Ninco & Scalextric Pro” (it also plugs-into
the newer SCX track) is $119.95 and has the latest transistorized speed control but with the addition of an external knob
to adjust the 25 Ohm variable brakes, and a second knob to
adjust the variable throttle trigger sensitivity, and an internal
aluminum heat sink. Consider it a simplified form of “traction
control” where you adjust the knobs on the controller so the car
responds just slowly enough to maintain traction during braking
and acceleration---and, after a few laps of testing the car/controller setting, you can set it for each car/motor combination.

Traction Control from Slot.it

The Slot.it SCP-1 controller is the most sophisticated controller available. It’s the closest thing you can get to traction
control for slot cars. Slot.it has also just introduced a plug-in
module to provide radio interface for wireless control. And,
there’s the add-on Telemetry System that provides lap and sector
times for display on a computer screen or to hear in earphones.
The Slot.it SCP-1 is available with a single plug-in module that
will allow it control any brand of digital (Sport Digital, Digital
132, N-Digital, SCX Digital or, of course, Slot.it’s own oXygen
system).
There are four adjustment knobs on the side of controller
plus an LIN sliding switch and three smaller DS (dip switches). Their adjustments provide the expected slower or quicker
throttle response and more or less brake effect. However, there’s
much more. You can adjust how quickly the power is applied
to avoid wheel spin on acceleration and adjust the response for
cornering to avoid sudden surges of power that can spin the car--it is very nearly as effective as a the traction control system
on modern Formula 1 cars. The downside is that you will need
to change the adjustment for cars with very different motors--a stock Scalextric NASCAR sidewinder car will require much
different settings than a Scalextric Formula 1 car, which will be
different from an SCX Formula 1 car. Make the settings once,
write them down, and you will have a custom-tailored controller to precisely match the performance characteristics of every
car you own. It’s the only controller that can be adapted to run
either digital or analog. The Slot.it controller $129.99 for either
the analog or digital version. If you want to swap back and forth
between analog and digital a separate analog cartridge is $64.99
(the digital cartridge to convert the analog controller is $74.99).

Two of these 60-ohm controllers with brakes are included with the Scalextric Sport number C8217
Power and Control controller/connector track.

The newest SCX controllers have a standard telephone jack but there is no brake circuit.

This was the best controller you could buy in 1962, the MRRC plunger-style with a cardboard tube
inside wrapped with armature wire and a “first”, an external third brake wire.

In addition to the standard 60-ohm controller that is furnished with sets, NINCO offers the Controller
35 Plus (35 ohms) for $33.98 and the Controller 55 Plus (55 ohms) for $31.98.

Carrera uses plunger-style controllers for both analog and digital. This is the $19 solid-state number
20709 analog controller with smoother action than the black controllers in most Carrera sets.

The Parma PA216N7 controller is $30 and has a 45 ohm resistor, built-in brakes and a cable that
plugs-into the standard three-conductor telephone jack. There is also a 25 ohm version.
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The SCX Pro controller is the up-market
version of the Parma controller with positive electrical contacts for both brake and
throttle and a large aluminum heat sink to
ease the load on the wire-wound resistor.
The $69.99 controller includes an adaptor
for the large-size (1/4-inch) telephone
jacks and a three-wire connector with
“banana” plugs (for European connections) that can be easily replaced with
alligator clips for use on the commercial
slot car race tracks in America.
Parma has a nearly-identical controller (number PAR218D) for $46.75 but
it is only available with three alligator
clips---you’ll have to solder-on your own
telephone jack.

The Professor Motor number PMTR2118
“Ninco & Scalextric Pro” (it also plugs-into
the newer SCX track) controller is $119.95
and has the latest transistorized speed control, an external knob to adjust the 25 Ohm
variable brakes, a second knob to adjust the
variable throttle trigger sensitivity, and internal aluminum heat sink. The Variable Brake
and Variable Sensitivity features can be
purchased separately to add-onto the lowerpriced Professor Motor controllers.

The NINCO number 10410 Electronic Controller
for NINCO Sport is $104.98 and has adjustable
throttle trigger response and brake response. The
cover on the controller slides back so you can adjust the dip switches to match the throttle trigger
response to each car and to adjust the brake effect
for more or less effect at no throttle.

The Professor Motor number PMTR2113 “Scalextric Home Slot Car Controller” is $51.95 and has
solid-state throttle circuitry. It is fitted with a standard telephone jack to plug-into Scalextric Sport,
SCX or NINCO tracks.
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The Slot.it SCP-1 controller is $129.99 and it
is the most sophisticated controller available
for home racing tracks. There are four adjustment knobs on the side of controller and an
LIN sliding switch and three smaller DS (dip)
switches. Their adjustments provide the expected slower or quicker throttle response and
more or less brake effect. You can adjust how
quickly the power is applied to avoid wheel
spin on acceleration and adjust the response
for cornering to avoid sudden surges of power
that can spin the car. The Slot.it SCP-1 is available with a single plug-in module that will allow it to control any brand of digital (Sport
Digital, Digital 132, N-Digital, SCX Digital or,
of course, Slot.it’s own oXygen system).
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TIRE MOUNTING

by Bill Wright

For many model car racers the most exciting cars to drive are those with the traction magnets removed. Without a traction magnet,
however, most cars slide so unpredictably it takes an experienced driver just keep them on the track. Replace the stock tires with
one of the brands of silicone tires and the sliding is far more easily controlled. In fact, the car actually drives like it were full-size
rather than a fantasy flier. This technique for mounting and dismounting model car tires will help avoid tearing the tires and insure
that they are round and true after they are installed.

Gently pry the tire up so that bottom edge gets a firm grip on the wheel, the slowly move your
fingers around the circumference of the tire to push the entire diameter of the tire onto wheel
It is possible remove the tires without removing body but it’s much easier with the body off. When
you have replaced a few tires you’ll be able use technique with the body still in place on most cars.
To remove the tire, gently peel-back one edge, then slowly rotate the wheel, gently working the tire
off as you rotate the wheel about 45-degrees at a time until the tire slips free.

With the tire on the wheel, you can now concentrate on getting the tire seated properly. Slowly
rotate the wheel while you gently push the tread of the tire inward to force the inside of the tire over
the raised rib around the center of the wheel. Wiggle the tire side to side while you rotate the wheel
until you can see that tire tread is perfectly flat and that the tire does not wobble.

To install a new tire, lubricate inside with saliva or plain water,

Hold the tire over the wheel so you can hook the inner edge of tire on the bottom edge of the wheel.

Place the car or chassis on the track and apply about ¼ throttle so you can see the rear wheels
rotating to determine if the tires are running true or if they are wobbling. Usually, a wobbling tire
indicates that part of the tire is not seated properly over that raised rib on the wheel. When both tires
are running true, apply full throttle (or hold the controller trigger down with rubber band) and hold a
draftsman’s sanding stick (fine sandpaper stuck to a stick---art supply stores sell them). While you
lower the spinning tire onto the sandpaper to sand-off any high spots and slightly round the edges.
Just touch the tire to the sandpaper but hold it in that position---the goal is have only the high spots
on the tire touch the sandpaper. Hold the sandpaper so you can true one tire at a time.
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CHASSIS SET UP

by Bill Wright

The 1/32 scale model racing cars are ready to run---making them ready to RACE requires a few simple techniques.

If just one tire is touching, the chassis is probably bent or one of the rear axle bearings has snapped out of its slot.

I use a piece of Carrera straight track as a setup jig because the track is rigid and the slot is deeper
than on some of the other brands. Look across the edge of the track to see if all four tires are
touching the track. In this case, both front tires are off the track which usually is the result of the
pickup braid being bent too far down so the springy braid forces the front of the car off the track,
Also, the springy braid can keep the pickup or guide shoe’s blade from penetrating the slot as deeply
as it should for maximum cornering speed. Push the braid firmly against the bottom edges of the
pickup so that the trailing ends of the braid are 1/32-inch or less away from the bottom of the
pickup or guide shoe.

Check the rear axle bearings and if either is not seated firmly, snap it tightly into its slot and check
again see that all four tires are resting on the track.

Check the front axle to be sure it spins freely. On some cars, like this NINCO Mosler, the front axle
rides in a notch so it can move upward about 1/16-inch. With these designs, however, the front
tires both should just touch track but with enough upward movement available so the axle can slide
to the top of the slots.

If the rear axle bearings are seated and one tire is still off the track, the chassis may be bent, you
can twist the chassis to realign it so all four tires touch the track.
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by Bill Wright

CARRERA GUIDE SHOE MODS
TO FIT SCX & SPORT TRACK

The guide shoes in the Carrera models are considerably wider and longer than in most other brands. The extra length is often enough to jam the guide shoe in the slightly
narrower and shallower slots in SCX, Scalextric Sport and Scalextric Classic track. My best guess is that Carrera made the jumbo guide shoe to help insure that cars did
not pick the metal points on the lane-changers with the Carrera Digital 132 system. Frankly, even the modified guide shoe should work fine on Carrera Digital 132 track.
However, Carrera does include a second snap-in guide shoe blade with each of the cars so you can modify one and leave the other stock.

Cut about 1/8-inch from the front of the Carrera guide shoe.
The Carrera guide shoe (left) is about twice as long and twice as wide as most other brands including
the SCX guide shoe on the right.

Use a flat medium-cut mill file to file the front edges of the shortened Carrera guide shoe blade into
a taper to match the shape of the stock guide shoe.

The blade in the Carrera guide shoe simply snaps out so it can be easily changed if broken and Carrera
includes a spare with each car.

Use small diagonal cutters to clip-off about ¼-inch from the rear of the Carrera guide shoe.
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The modified Carrera guide shoe blade (top) compared to the stock guide shoe blade. The modified
blade will snap back into place and the car should now run on SCX, Sport or Classic track without
jamming in the slot.

